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Listed property securities are the shares of companies which 
may own, manage or develop property assets. They are 
designed to offer investors exposure to commercial real 
estate and the associated investment attributes, such as a 
predictable income stream and capital appreciation.

About A-REITs
The most common type of listed property investment in  
Australia is a real estate investment trust, more commonly 
known as an A-REIT. A-REITs own, and typically manage, a 
portfolio of income-producing real estate. The type of 
property assets that can be held by A-REITs is diverse, and 
may include office buildings, shopping centres, warehouses, 
hotels, health facilities, self-storage, distribution centres and 
data centres.

Why invest in listed property securities?
Stable cash flows from fixed assets
The majority of the cash flows generated by A-REITs are 
derived from contracted rental income streams from 
corporate tenants in high quality buildings. The expected 
stability of these cash flows can result in generating a secure 
dividend stream for investors.

Inflation protection
A-REITs emulate direct ownership of the assets themselves, 
and thus benefit from inflation protection inherent in real 
estate ownership. Estimated replacement value is a key 
valuation metric for real estate as, over a full property cycle, 
valuations must approach replacement cost to justify new 
construction. Although this inflation protection is not perfect, 
historically, prime properties in good markets have 
maintained, and often increased, their real value over time.

Diversification
A-REITs are well diversified by underlying assets, sub-sectors, 
tenants and location. The diversified nature of a property 
portfolio means that it is resilient to changes over the 
economic cycle. For example, a move towards online 
shopping may not be positive for regional shopping centres, 
but can lead to new opportunities for industrial A-REITs, as 
e-commerce companies look to lease logistics hubs, 
distribution centres and warehouse space.

Access and liquidity
Direct property is an illiquid asset class, often with large 
investment requirements and asset concentration risk. In 
contrast, A-REITs provide investors with high liquidity, low cost 
access and exposure to a diverse property market.

Why invest in the Wholesale Property 
Securities Fund?
Highly defined, globally consistent investment 
process
The First Sentier Investors Global Property Securities team 
use a highly defined, globally consistent investment process 
with an over-riding focus on absolute and relative risk. The 
targeted outcome is to allocate capital efficiently through 
thorough, bottom-up research and stock selection, rather than 
to simply replicate an index.

Specialist approach
Investment team members – the majority of whom are very 
senior and experienced industry investment specialists – are 
focused solely on investing in publicly traded real estate 
securities. They have a full understanding of stock specific 
endogenous risks, the wider real estate market and the 
macroeconomic conditions which can affect them.

Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
First Sentier Investors has integrated ESG across all 
investment processes. They believe the consideration of ESG 
issues will lead to better risk return outcomes, which will 
ultimately improve long-term returns for clients.

The Global Property Securities team
Headed by Stephen Hayes, the Global Property Securities 
team consists of six portfolio managers and five analysts, all of 
whom are focused solely on investing in publicly traded real 
estate securities. Two members of the global team focus 
purely on Australian real estate securities. They also receive 
valuable input on global property trends from other members 
of the global team. This is one of the most experienced 
property investment teams in the industry, with an average of 
15 years of experience. 
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Wholesale Property Securities
Objective

To provide medium-to-long-term capital growth and income 
to the investor by investing in a portfolio of Australian listed 
property securities. The option aims to outperform the S&P/
ASX 200 A-REIT Accumulation Index over rolling three-year 
periods before fees and taxes.

Minimum suggested timeframe

At least 7 years

Risk

1 3 52 4 6 7
Low Medium High

Strategy

The option’s strategy is to bring together specialist resources 
in order to identify undervalued Australian real estate 
securities with minimal downside risk, sustainable earnings 
growth and good qualitative attributes. The option uses 
proprietary forecasting and valuation methodologies and a 
disciplined portfolio construction process with an overriding 
focus on absolute and relative risk. The option invests 
predominantly in Australian securities and therefore does not 
hedge currency exposure.

Allocation

0% Range Benchmark
100%

0%

Property Securities

Cash

100%
90-100%

0-10%

Portfolio Manager

Stephen Hayes 
Head of Global Property Securities

Disclaimer

This material has been prepared and issued by Colonial First State Asset Management (Australia) Limited (ABN 89 114 194 311, AFSL 289017) (Author). The Author forms part of First Sentier Investors, a global asset 
management business. First Sentier Investors is ultimately owned by Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group, Inc (MUFG), a global financial group. 

This material is directed at persons who are professional, sophisticated or ‘wholesale clients’ (as defined under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act)) and has not been prepared for and is not intended for 
persons who are ‘retail clients’ (as defined under the Corporations Act). This material contains general information only. It is not intended to provide you with financial product advice and does not take into account your 
objectives, financial situation or needs. Before making an investment decision you should consider, with a financial advisor, whether this information is appropriate in light of your investment needs, objectives and financial 
situation. Any opinions expressed in this material are the opinions of the Author only and are subject to change without notice. Such opinions are not a recommendation to hold, purchase or sell a particular financial product 
and may not include all of the information needed to make an investment decision in relation to such a financial product.

The product disclosure statement (PDS) or Information Memorandum (IM) (as applicable) for the Wholesale Property Securities Fund, ARSN 087 570 429 (Fund(s)), issued by Colonial First State Investments Limited (ABN 98 
002 348 352, AFSL 232468) (CFSIL), should be considered before deciding whether to acquire or hold units in the Fund(s). The PDS or IM are available from First Sentier Investors. 

CFSIL is a subsidiary of the Commonwealth Bank of Australia (Bank). First Sentier Investors was acquired by MUFG on 2 August 2019 and is now financially and legally independent from the Bank. The Author, MUFG, the Bank 
and their respective affiliates do not guarantee the performance of the Fund(s) or the repayment of capital by the Fund(s). Investments in the Fund(s) are not deposits or other liabilities of MUFG, the Bank nor their respective 
affiliates and investment-type products are subject to investment risk including loss of income and capital invested. 

To the extent permitted by law, no liability is accepted by MUFG, the Author, the Bank nor their affiliates for any loss or damage as a result of any reliance on this material. This material contains, or is based upon, information 
that the Author believes to be accurate and reliable, however neither the Author, MUFG, the Bank nor their respective affiliates offer any warranty that it contains no factual errors. No part of this material may be reproduced or 
transmitted in any form or by any means without the prior written consent of the Author.

Total returns shown for the Fund(s) are gross returns and do not take into account any ongoing fees. No allowance has been made for taxation. Past performance is no indication of future performance.

In Australia, ‘Colonial’, ‘CFS’ and ‘Colonial First State’ are trade marks of Colonial Holding Company Limited and ‘Colonial First State Investments’ is a trade mark of the Bank and all of these trade marks are used by First 
Sentier Investors under licence.

Copyright © CFSGAM Services Pty Limited 2019

All rights reserved.  
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